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Music App Teacher 
No difficulty in teaching piano 

 
[Bloomberg Businessweek – Hong Kong/Taiwan, 06 Nov 2013] “I find this note is 
deviated from the requirement seriously. Besides, the speed of singing is a little bit 
faster than the original music.” This strict music teacher uses her sweet voice to point 
out the accuracy of pitch and beat of student, Jacky, and use a pen to point the 
problems on the music score. This name of this teacher is AURALBOOK, which is 
developed by CEO of Playnote Limited, founded in 2010 and his team, with about 1 
million Hong Kong dollars in 2 years time. It can be used in mobile phone and tablet 
computer. It is the world first interactive electronic music book and also the leading 
artificial intelligent music teacher in the world. 
 
She can listen to your singing, test your accuracy of pitch, rhythm, power and 
memory and use interactive real human voice to point the issue. AURALBOOK is 
totally difference from those music entertainment apps, e.g. “Music Talent” or “Guitar 
Hero”. Playnote is interactive software for professional use. It is dedicated for 
students who will participate music examination of ABRSM (Associated Board of 
Royal Music Schools, UK), AMEB (Australia Music Examination Board) and RCM 
(Royal Conservatory of Music, Canada) etc. It is a creative music examination tool. 
Ms. Cheung Pui-Shan, Professor of Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts said “If 
music and technology are combined in a good way, a revolution in music education 
will happen.”  
 
Currently, more than 100,000 apps have been downloaded worldwide. The business 
model is based on selling questions. There are more than 2,000 in the database and 
a pack of 60 questions is charged for Hong Kong dollar 98 only. “The target of the 
product is very obvious. The cost is much lower than private lesson. It will be a very 
good business.” Professor Cheung continues.  Jacky, who will take part in ABRSM 
theory examination in the coming January said, “The cost is very attractive. We need 
to pay HKD300 to 400 per 45 minutes lesson but we only need to pay less than HKD 
100 to use Playnote software and we can practice for a very long period.”  
 
The revolution in music education by Playnote will continue. Eric said the next 
generation of AURALBOOK will provide more functions and it aims at teaching piano, 
guitar, etc. The new product can only be available next year as the software is based 
on the syllabus of different grades of different examination authority worldwide. The 
development requires huge human resources and engineering resources. Besides, 
the level of technical difficulty is at least double of the previous version. The next 
generation must have extreme sensitivity and accuracy analytical capability in order 
to capture student’s performance, which is multi-track and very complex. The new 
version must also need to process and judge the pitch, rhythm, power and even 
emotion of the piece in a fast way. This is very challenging. Eric said the next step 
that Playnote needs to do is even when student is playing a complex music, student 
can get professional teaching through AURALBOOK, which should be the best 
companion of examination candidates.  
 
People may feel boring when they hear about “taking examination”. However, this 
nice teacher will give different reaction based on student’s performance. If the 
performance of student is good, she will praise you without reserve. However, if 
student performs in a bad way, she will blame you directly: “Hey what are you singing? 



Please try again!” She will analyze student’s answer and performance and find out 
the reason. Sometimes, it will give some unexpected answers, just like Siri. Eric said 
that the team has tried a lot of effort in designing the conversation. “During the 
development of the App, we have though about all kinds of possibilities already.” This 
proves that AURALBOOK is not just professional but also is a music teacher with 
real life. The core competence of AURALBOOK is the digital signal processing, 
artificial intelligence and cloud computing, sensitive and accurate analyze system 
and huge database. All these give music students, teachers, schools and 
professional organizations a creative way to music research methodology.  
 
Even music is art and software development is technical development, the current 
technology allows things that cannot be combined previously, are mixed together and 
the new things provide an interesting outcome. The major research of Eric when he 
studied electronic engineering at HKUST was digital audio signal processing and 
artificial intelligence. Apart from engineering, Eric also loves music. Since 1997, Eric 
performed in opera as tenor and worked as conductor in orchestra. He also has 
worked as piano and vocal teacher. At the same time, Eric has started his 
entrepreneurship life since the university stage. He has worked as senior 
management in various high technology companies, e.g. Perception Digital, Philips 
Electronics, etc. The market feedback of AURALBOOK is very good and a number of 
awards are received. These awards include the Best Startup Award and Merit Award 
in eLearning of APICTA, the most prestige award in Asia Pacific.  
 
On the other hand, there is scruple for Eric after getting good response from market 
and awards, “At this moment, we know there are some people are watching what we 
are doing and try to copy.” Concerning AURALBOOK, Eric continues, “In general, 
clients with professional knowledge and idea will ask developer to develop. On the 
other hand, people know technology do not have the professional music knowledge 
and practical music teaching experience.” In-house team does all the development 
work of content and technology without external developers. Even though the team 
needs to use a lot of resources and the development time is long, the team still 
handles everything by themselves. As a result, content, software development and 
marketing are all done by Playnote.  
 
“Besides, we are still observing whether the combination of IT and music is good. We 
are also checking what the size of the market is. “ Eric said on one hand they need to 
prevent other to copy, they also need to increase the market size on the another 
hand. That is also the reason why they focus in professional market and refuse to 
develop music entertainment app for mass market.  
 
The examination of Associated Board of Royal Music Schools (ABRSM) can be 
found in 90 countries around the world. There are more than 630,000 examination 
candidates every year. This is a big number and the number is very stable. Prof 
Cheung continues, “while the product is for professional market, it is actually also for 
mass market, which guarantee the demand.”.  
 
Daisy Chan, a private piano teacher with 10 years of experience, said, “The cost of 
face-to-face teaching lesson is really expensive but it cannot be replaced at this 
moment. Besides, using software to learn is suitable for student with high level of 
self-disciplinary only.” Eric said the product can combine the two teaching mode 
together. Teacher can review the practice record of student and student’s 
performance to determine the content in the face-to-face teaching lesson.  
 
“Technology provides another possibility in the practical needs in teaching. It is a 
good message for music industry but it takes some time to prove.” Prof. Cheung said.  



In conclusion, the launch of artificial intelligent music teacher AURALBOOK gives a 
professional and creative solution to music students. It starts the revolution in music 
education.  
 
 
 

 
 



 
 


